Split Duct – Frequently Asked Questions

I see from the Internet that there, apparently, is no split, sweep elbows greater
than 4". How am I to use this product without the use of vertical and horizontal
split, sweep elbows? What should I do?
Carlon's processes only can handle a maximum of a 4" split duct sweep. 5" and
6" were never made. In addition, we have not had the demand for the product to
justify the cost on the new tooling.

We do have 5" and 6" split duct in straight lengths for repairs. Unfortunately, the
cable or conductors will have to be pulled to replace the damage PVC conduit.

Do you have any UL listings for the Carlon Split Duct?
Split-Duct does not have a UL Listing. It is a product usually sold to utilities for
repair (utilities do not require UL Listing). It is also used for telecommunications
where listing is not required. If the project requires the repair to be listed than the
only thing acceptable is to remove the conductors and replace the broken section
with new product.

I am looking for Carlon part #S530, a strap for Split-Duct. I was told by my
distributor that this part has been discontinued and is no longer available. Is this
true? If so, is there a replacement part for it?
You can use any type of strap or tie wrap for the Split-Duct that you want to,
provided it doesn't damage the split-duct. It doesn't have to be the #S530, which
may have been discontinued.

I had a customer looking for the tape for split duct. This item has been
discontinued so they would like to know what type of tape to purchase and from
whom.
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There used to be a sticky tape, S500 that Carlon offered awhile back to seal the
joints, under Split Duct accessories, and then discontinued. The next best thing
might be duct tape, available in any hardware or retail store.

I have a request for quote for a part number 68215. The material is called
Loc Duct. Is it discontinued?
"LOC DUCT®" now is known as Split Duct. The part number 68215 is no longer
valid. Use 49015SD-010.

What is the difference between this E948NS Duct Coupling and the Split Sleeve
Couplings?
The E948NS is split on two sides, whereas the split couplings for Split duct are
only split on one side.
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